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100 persons

 Up to 150 persons with use of the adjacent Cafe space.

2280 sq. ft.

 Single, unobstructed room 57' x 40'. 


12'-15' ceilings

 Arched wooden ceilings 12' high at walls, 15' in the middle


Well-equipped

 Speakers, lighting, projector with 10' x 14' screen and more





See all features
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Unique event space in Los Angeles
 Mimoda Studio, also known as Mimoda Jazzo Studio, is nestled in the vibrant heart of Los Angeles, right next to the thriving Paper or Plastik Cafe. It stands as a versatile dance studio and creative events space, effortlessly transforming to suit a variety of needs, from a stage and party space to a photo studio and rehearsal area, catering to the diverse requirements of art enthusiasts.

Beyond our extensive arts programming, Mimoda Studio also serves as an exceptional venue for a wide range of events, including concerts, theater performances, private parties such as bar mitzvahs , birthdays and more. 

The building's unique layout provides ample opportunities for creative event staging. Mimoda Studio can comfortably accommodate up to 100 people for seated performances or standing receptions. 
When combined with the adjacent Cafe space, the Studio & Cafe together can seamlessly host events for up to 150 individuals. The street-facing cafe at the front of the building, with its industrial windows and enchanting mezzanine, can function as a magical reception space either independently or in conjunction with the studio area.
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Versatile Space

 Mimoda Studio prides itself in being a multi-purpose space, with a variety of activities ranging from dance classes and rehearsals by day, to performances and film screenings at night.

 



In addition to in-house arts programming, the space is available for rentals of all kinds, including but not limited to:
— rehearsals
— workshops
— seminars
— performances
— parties
— photo and film shoots.

NOTE: for film productions & larger events, some rehearsals & classes can be re-scheduled to suit your rental needs! Additional fees may apply.
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Additional space and rental information:





Happenings Info Packet (for rehearsals, auditions, workshops & performances)








Events Info Packet (birthdays, bar/bat mitzvahs, filming, premiere parties, etc...)







Request a bookingComplete a booking




*New to booking with us? Click request a booking to send us details about your inquiry.
Already ironed out your rental agreement with us? Click on complete a booking to finalize your date and payment!
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Events
 

 













JAZZO JAM:

Jazzo Jam on Saturday from 12pm to 2pm
See @jazzo.studio For details


We want to support non-profit activities and promote awareness of Jazzo — Dance Without Technique.
Explore the pleasure of dance. Discover the beauty of the movement.
Dance Jazzo Jam is an active mediation activity.
You can dance, lie down, or sit and watch others dance.
Dance Jazzo is a pleasure. A physical pleasure, like food and sex, only without side effects.

Jazzo is aesthetic resistance to gravity.
Jazzo is a personal dance theatre
Jazzo is a personal dance
Jazzo is dance biomechanics
Jazzo is movement meditation
Jazzo is dance meditation
Jazzo is the art of slowing down.
Jazzo is a low-intensity workout
Jazzo is meditation in movement
We cannot stop the intensity of our lifestyle, but we can try to slow down.
We cannot stop having a hectic lifestyle, but we can delay it.
We cannot stop aging, but we can delay it.

Entrance though Paper or Plastik Cafe.


Sign up








Theatre Jazzo presents:

Jazzo Dance Biomechanics Company Class.
Dance without technique. Jazzo is dancing for actors, and acting for dancers- it's your personal dance theatre. Everyone is welcome.

Mimoda Studio. 5772 W Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA. 90019. 
*Entrance through Paper or Plastik Cafe.*

Theatre Jazzo is dance, theatre and meditation.

All ages are welcome, no previous experience is required, dress comfortably. You are going to dance!


Sign Up







Upcoming Public Events
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Events Calendar
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FAQ

 

 


	1

I am a comedian/musician/performer and would like to perform in your space. How can I be added to your line-up?

Musicians interested in performing at Music@Mimoda can inquire with the curator of those events, Maksim Velichkin, about being added to the line-up maksvel@hotmail.com. All other performers can inquire within about our performance rental rates to host a show.



	2

How do I sign up for Mimoda Jazzo's classes?
No pre-registration is required. Drop ins are welcome! All classes are donation based. Come in and speak with Mimoda, or visit his personal website for more details: www.mimodajazzo.com



	3

I'm looking to throw a birthday party/bat mitzvah/event. Do you offer catering?
Yes, our adjacent Paper or Plastik Cafe offers catering services including grazing platters, dessert bars, and beverage packages, as well as full-service family-style catering with a $10,000 minimum. We do allow external catering in the space at an additional fee.



	4

Do you offer non-profit rates or residencies?
At the moment, we do not offer residencies or non-profit rates. We do offer discounted rentals to companies renting 20+ hours for rehearsals and subsidized rates for week of rehearsal rentals pending Studio availability. Please inquire within for rates.
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Contact us

 MiMoDa Studio
Open Daily 7AM - 10PM
Entrance thru Paper or Plastik Cafe





5774 W. Pico Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90019





email: info@mimodastudio.com
Call +1(323)350 2110– Jacob Michelson

For urgent matters, call
+1 (323) 350 2110 (voicemail)
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